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oles of learning theory and ethology in equitation
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Abstract By definition, ethology is primarily the scientific study of animal behavior, especially as it
occurs in a natural environment; applied ethology being the study of animal behavior in the human
domain. The terms equine ethology and ethological training are becoming commonplace in the
equestrian domain, yet they seem to be used with a conspicuous lack of clarity and with no mention of
learning theory. Most of what we do to train horses runs counter to their innate preferences. This article
summarizes the ethological challenges encountered by working horses and considers the merits and
limitations of ethological solutions. It also questions the use of terms such as “alpha” and “leader” and
examines aspects of learning theory, equine cognition, and ethology as applied to horse training and
clinical behavior modification. We propose 7 training principles that optimally account for the horse’s
ethological and learning abilities and maintain maximal responsivity in the trained horse. These
principles can be summarized as: (1) use learning theory appropriately; (2) train easy-to-discriminate
signals; (3) train and subsequently elicit responses singularly; (4) train only one response per signal; (5)
train all responses to be initiated and subsequently completed within a consistent structure; (6) train
persistence of current operantly conditioned responses; and (7) avoid and disassociate flight responses.
Adherence to these principles and incorporating them into all horse training methodologies should
accelerate training success, reduce behavioral wastage of horses, and improve safety for both humans
and horses.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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lthough humans have been interacting with horses for
any millennia through hunting, it is only relatively re-

ently that horses have become beasts of burden and been
sed for transport, war, agriculture, and more recently, sport
nd leisure. Direct evidence suggests that horses were do-
esticated at around the end of the second millennium BC

Levine, 2005). Since the beginnings of domestication, var-
ous techniques for training them have been developed and
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anded to subsequent generations through word of mouth or
iterature.

It is likely that since domestication, selective breeding
as reduced the hyper-reactive tendencies of the horse. That
aid, it has not eradicated the tendency for some horses to
uck as a result of the girth pressure during foundation
raining. Thus, even though the percentage of horses that
uck when first saddled is low, this response is still gener-
lly expected in some horses. Although it is probable that
uring the process of selective breeding over 4 millennia of
omestication the associative learning abilities of the horse
ave not changed, the same may not be true for habituation.
herefore, it is proposed here that the major cognitive
hange that occurred during selective breeding over the

illennia was the capacity for habituation. The domestic
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109McGreevy and McLean Equine ethology and learning theory
orse habituates readily to a wide array of environmental
nd social stimuli. Such an extreme ability to habituate may
ave been maladaptive for the wild horse.

The terms equine ethology and ethological training are
ecoming increasingly common in the equestrian domain
nd yet they seem to be used with a conspicuous lack of
larity. Among the more outrageous examples are recent
ttempts to establish Equine Ethology as a brand of training
ystem. This is rather like a paracetamol (acetaminophen)
anufacturer calling itself ‘Pharmacology’ or a religious

ect dubbing itself ‘Theology.’ The term ethologically
ound training has appeared in the scientific literature but
ithout an adequate definition or an explanation of what

onstitutes ethologically flawed training. Effective and hu-
ane training always takes account of the animal’s ethol-

gy, so there seems little need for the development of a
istinct subclass of training.

It is time to set out the correct meaning of these terms
nd also to identify human–horse interactions that are es-
ecially reflective of ethological principles. This article ex-
lores the ethological challenges encountered by working
orses and considers the merits and limitations of solutions
hat bypass associative and non-associative learning.

Discussions of horse–human interactions acknowledge
he use of ethological techniques to some extent but have
ocused largely on cognitive and learning abilities. This is
ecause purely ethological solutions are limited (McGreevy
nd McLean, 2006) because they are confined to the innate
redispositions of the animal that humans can capitalize on
o modify behavior (allelomimetic behavior, social facilita-
ion, stimulus enhancement, and so on). By way of contrast,
earning theory provides far greater possibilities to alter
ehavior through the non-associative processes of habitua-
ion and sensitization and associative modalities such as
perant and Pavlovian conditioning. With a focus on dres-
age (from the French: dresser, to train), this article explains
ow equitation science may allow us to re-appraise the way
ll horses are trained.

Successful horse training over the millennia reflects the
ffective use of learning theory. Importantly, it is also likely
hat various training methodologies over the millennia more
r less approximated optimal learning conditions but prob-
bly achieved viable outcomes chiefly because of the
orse’s abilities in stimulus generalization. This variation in
fficiency is an important consideration that would explain
he current high rates of wastage among domestic horses
ttributed to behavior problems (Ödberg and Bouissou,
999; Von Butler and Armbruster, 1984). Therefore it
akes sense to explore the horse’s ethology, cognition, and

earning abilities to inform the development of a set of
rinciples of correct training. From this vantage point it
hould then be possible to identify behavioral disorders in
ny equestrian discipline that result from the abrogation of
t least one of these principles.

Learning theory emerged from psychology to explain

hanges in behavior, beyond hard-wired physiologic and r
on-associative learning modalities, that are a product of
einforcement (McGreevy and Boakes, 2007). Reinforce-
ent can be defined as that process in which a reinforcer

ollows a particular behavior so that the frequency (or prob-
bility) of that behavior increases (McGreevy, 2004;
cGreevy et al., 2005).
Learning theory maintains that stimuli that meet the

ehavioral needs of animals (such as food, water, com-
ort, sex, and companionship) are primary reinforcers. In
quitation, the horse strives to meet his behavioral need
or comfort, learning all of his basic locomotory re-
ponses (including go forward, turn, go sideways, and
top/slow/go backward) through negative reinforcement
NR) (McGreevy and McLean, 2005). The same holds
rue for the horse’s basic locomotory responses in-hand
ith the action of the lead rein (lead line) on his head-

ollar or halter.
Equitation presents a number of stimulus discrimination

roblems for the horse. Aside from conditioning, there are
everal training principles that help to enhance discrimina-
ion. These include using specific loci on the horse’s body
or achieving stimulus control. This goal demands correct
nd consistent riding posture and technique. The training
rinciples also include the importance of conditioning or
liciting one response at a time, as well as training consis-
ent attributes for all learned responses including the time-
rame and structure of transitions. In equitation, transitions
an be either inter-gait (changes from one gait, such as
alk, to another, such as trot) or intra-gait (changes in speed

nd stride length within a gait). Both inter-gait and intra-gait
ransitions can be either upward or downward (e.g., from
alk-to-trot or trot-to-walk), from shorter-to-longer strides
r longer-to-shorter strides, or from faster-to-slower steps or
lower-to-faster steps. To maintain optimum responding it
s also important to train persistence of trained responses.
he change is maintained until the horse is cued to offer
nother response. For example, in the case of a horse that
as been prompted to make a transition from slower-to-
aster steps, the faster steps should persist until the rider
ignals for the next transition. This applies to the qualities of
he horse’s locomotory responses such as rhythm, tempo,
ine, direction, straightness, and head/neck posture. In dres-
age, the persistence of these features is known as self-
arriage: the self-maintenance of rhythm, tempo, direction,
traightness, and outline (McGreevy et al., 2005). A final
rinciple focuses on the avoidance of fearful behaviors
ecause of their interference with learning and their ten-
ency to show spontaneous recovery (McGreevy and
cLean, 2006).
This article sets out to identify and establish a set of

raining principles essential for optimal learning in horses
uring training. It follows that these principles should di-
inish negative welfare outcomes associated with some

urrent horse training practices (including inappropriate
unishment, simultaneous bit and flank pressure, failure to

eward appropriate responses) (McGreevy and McLean,
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005) and allow horses to learn as efficiently as possible.
urthermore, these principles should assist in explaining the
ntogeny of training difficulties and disorders, ranging from
onflict behavior (responses characterized by hyper-reactiv-
ty that arise largely through confusion) to learned helpless-
ess, especially those attributable to deficits in one or more
f these principles.

thology

thology is primarily the study of animal behavior in a
atural environment. It can help us understand how animals
espond to environments in which they have not evolved
e.g., the human domain). More accurately, it is the study of
nimal behavior in the environment in which natural selec-
ion acted to shape that behavior. Given that all aspects of
ehavior are subject to natural selection, ethology is not
erely the study of innate behaviors but also the study of

ow selection, both natural and artificial, has influenced
earning strategies and capabilities. Natural selection will,
or example, have influenced whether or not an animal
earns well individually, or learns by observing conspecif-
cs, or both. It will have influenced such variables as relative
ttention devoted to learning new food finding techniques
ersus scanning for predators.

Equine ethology describes not only communication but
quine behavioral needs and preferences, learning, value
ystems, and motivation. It helps us to predict some of the
ays horses out of their natural environment (i.e., in the
omestic context) might react and cope with various chal-
enges and how behaviorally flexible they may be. As such
t underpins enlightened and effective training but is not a
raining system or philosophy per se.

thological challenges

Ethological challenges include interventions that cause

Table 1 Examples of regular equitation that represent environ

In-hand Under-saddle

● Leading/following handlers
● Lunging
● Entering small spaces,

including trailers
● Proximity to humans
● Standing on moving platforms
● Approaching erratically

moving/sounding unfamiliar
objects

● Walking, rather than run
beds

● Overhanging elements
● Approaching erratically

objects
● Maintaining speed while

areas or across uneven t
usually lowered to assist

● Maintaining a fixed post
● Advancing when familia

fearful signals
● Walking backward for m

entering any unfamiliar
reversing)
orses both social and environmental distress. Examples of T
ocial challenges include leaving the social group, taking
he lead in the company of established leaders, being close
o aggressive conspecifics, walking abreast rather than trek-
ing in a line, and ignoring displays by other horses. En-
orced proximity to conspecifics can cause one horse to
read on another in ways that seldom occur in the free-
anging state. It can also be hazardous because it limits
ision, such as when horses are clustered during steeple
hasing. Furthermore, as jockeys well know, when gallop-
ng horses are too closely spaced, they may be prompted by
heir conspecifics to jump when they are not close enough to
he obstacle to clear it safely.

Even when riding alone we may demand responses that
aturally arise only in social contexts, contexts far removed
rom the manège. The collection and elevation required in
igher levels of dressage, for instance, may be appropriate
hen horses greet one another but are ethologically discor-
ant in isolation.

Examples of environmental challenges include leaving
he home range, deviating from an obvious track and tra-
ersing, rather than avoiding, obstacles. Other examples of
he ways in which equitation provides environmental chal-
enges to horses that run counter to their ethology appear in
able 1.

Riding brings both social and environmental challenges
nd is a useful example of the way we overcome horses’
nnate responses and thus ignore their preferences. For ex-
mple, free-ranging horses rarely maintain a fixed postural
utline while changing gait. The current debate surrounding
yperflexion (Rollkür) has helped to highlight the extent to
hich riders can enforce a sustained, abnormal manipula-

ion of a horse’s posture and sometimes gain a competitive
dvantage as a result (van Breda, 2006).

Responses to physical discomfort under saddle generally
ave more to do with physiology than ethology. The most
bvious sources of physical discomfort are the bit, the
ider’s leg/spur, the whip, the ‘carrot-stick,’ and the girth.

l challenges to horses by running counter to their ethology

Comfort

through unfamiliar creek

/sounding unfamiliar

ling from light to dark
or downhill (head is
tion of the safest path)
tline while changing gait
ecifics are emitting

n a body length (i.e.,
-sac that would require

● Not rolling when hot and
standing in water

● Walking on stony ground
● Standing square for extended

periods
● The presence of a bit
● Sweaty head covered with a

bridle and back covered with
a girth, saddle, and saddle
cloth
menta

ning,

moving

travel
errain
detec

ural ou
r consp

ore tha
cul-de
his is important because there seems to be an implied
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111McGreevy and McLean Equine ethology and learning theory
ssumption that the relationship a human has with a horse
n the ground is identical to the relationship when he is
ounted. It is by no means certain that horses connect

ressure in the mouth with the rider. They have not evolved
o expect that another animal can apply pressure to the
nside of the buccal cavity via a piece of metal. This cog-
itive aspect may account for the apparent tolerance horses
how when allowing heavy-handed riders to mount them
ime after time. It is therefore unnecessary and inappropriate
o complicate a rider’s interventions by giving them anthro-
omorphic labels such as asking (e.g., asking the horse to
ower his head), encouraging (e.g., using the inside leg to
ncourage forward movement), and supporting (e.g., out-
ide rein to support the impulsion). It may be the intention
o use words that are common in every day usage and
onvey an attitude of cooperation rather than supremacy but
he abiding problem with the use of an anthropomorphic
ramework to explain rider–horse interactions is that it can
isguise and justify abuse of horses that offer undesirable
esponses. Most horses benefit when science provides
echanistic explanations of equitation, even though some

orse-lovers argue that this is undermining the bond they
hare with their horses (McGreevy, 2007).

ommunicating ethologically

There is an appealing notion that we can apply equine
ocial strategies to human–horse interactions, although data
nd scientific rigor are lacking in this domain. In the midst
f social conflict among horses, it is often appeasement
ignals that switch off aggression (McGreevy, 2004) and
hus determine the outcome. These signals may be very
ubtle: indeed so subtle that they are the subject of consid-
rable debate among equine ethologists (Goodwin, 1999).
orses have rod-dominant dichromatic photoreceptors ar-

anged in a visual streak, giving tremendous peripheral
ision that contrasts with the cone-dominant trichromatic
rea centralis of humans (Evans and McGreevy, 2006).
hey are able to detect minute cues from animals (and not

ust horses) around them. It seems likely that most human
ignals are not necessarily interpreted as homologues of
quine signals (Roberts and Browning, 1998). How crude
re the signals from a human to an equine observer? With
o tail, fixed ears, a short, inflexible neck and only 2 legs we
an hardly expect horses to regard us as equine. The chance
hat we can mimic equine signaling with any subtlety seems
emote. Perhaps this is partly why humans rarely claim an
bility to issue appeasement signals to horses and why
gonistic advances (that may facilitate putative domination)
revail. Humans who fall into the trap of assuming that they
an speak the language of horses with eloquence may fail to
ecognize the averseness of some of their behavior and so
ut horses under inappropriate pressure. Ultimately, how-
ver, any search for equine analogues of human interactions
ith a horse becomes virtually irrelevant when a human

ets on the horse’s back. This point is based simply on the i
bservation that horses mount conspecifics far more occa-
ionally and far more briefly, in play and sexual congress.

elating ethologically

If, when handling horses on the ground, we are to cor-
ectly exploit the social organization of Equidae in training
nd handling them, the distinction between so-called dom-
nance characteristics and leadership is critical. It is impor-
ant to recognize that in the equestrian context, the imposi-
ion of so-called dominance manifests as the application and
ithdrawal of aversive stimuli and therefore cannot be con-

idered outside the framework of learning theory
McGreevy, 2007). There is growing distaste for the term
alpha’ because this implies domination and permanency.
his trend is also found in dog-training circles, and has led

o a preference for the notion of leadership. This concept of
umans as leaders of horses has subsequently gained cur-
ency in equestrian contexts but brings its own set of prob-
ems. It implies that all horses that ‘respect’ a human as
eader and have subsequently bonded to him or her will
ollow that human even when conspecifics are present.
eadership implies also that such bonded horses will follow
umans to aversive places away from the sanctuary of
onspecifics. There is no evidence in the scientific literature
f these phenomena occurring. Furthermore, those who sub-
cribe to the notion of leadership do not explain how lead-
rship qualities can be developed. Rather, they describe
perant techniques that condition some useful responses.
erhaps this area of debate would move forward if there was
ore intraspecific evidence of the role of learning in the

cquisition of equine leadership and following styles.
Unless they have been hand-reared or subjected to ex-

essive early handling, horses will always find conspecifics
ore salient than humans as leaders. Analogues drawn

etween human–horse interactions and elements of the
quine ethogram can be tenuous. For example, it is sug-
ested that simply being behind a horse and driving it
orward (as in long-reining) is directly analogous to the
erding behavior of stallions (Zeitler-Feicht, 2004). This
ssumption is very difficult to test but convincing evidence
ould include behavioral analogues in horses driven by
umans of the responses herd members typically make
hen driven by a familiar stallion. Perhaps we should sim-
ly accept that we are, at best, caregivers and companions,
nd when we are not giving care and companionship, we are
rainers. Conspecifics, including dams, can condition mem-
ers of their social group and this activity may facilitate
ome later function but whether training is their intention is
ebatable. Although there is clearly some overlap between
are-giving, companionship, and training, there seems sense
n compartmentalizing them. To do so helps us approach
ach set of activities with clear expectations.

It has been suggested that humans can enter the social
hierarchy’ of groups of horses by mimicking their behav-
or, most notably through their signals (Roberts, 1997; Sigh-

eri et al., 2003). Based on the debatable premise that a herd
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s organized according to a social status established by
eans of ritualized conflict, this approach has grown in

opularity but embodies some muddy thinking.
Consider round-pen training as an example. The merits

f this type of hands-off training are purported to be that it
s humane and carries with it little risk of learned helpless-
ess. The chief appeal of this approach lies in the notion that
t is possible to manage unhandled horses without coercion
y mimicking behaviors from the equid social ethogram.
ut round-pen training does involve coercion. For un-
andled horses, being approached and touched seem to lie
n the same continuum of aversive interactions as being
hipped, they are all interactions worth avoiding

McGreevy, 2004). Round-pen training can be ineffective
nsofar as achieving anything useful in human-horse inter-
ctions. Indeed, it has been proposed that horses might
imply learn how to avoid being chased (Krueger, 2007), in
ther words, negative reinforcement. In some circumstances
with fearful horses, for example), round-pen training can
e inhumane. It can precipitate chronic stress if used to
ondition horses into constant states of hyper-reactivity and
herefore may increase behavioral wastage in the form of
oss of usefulness and commercial value, a trend that can
ead to euthanasia. Furthermore, rewards in round-pens of-
en take the form of rubbing, typically on the forehead.
lthough this intervention may indeed be effective, it lacks

thological salience, given that allogrooming of the fore-
ead by conspecifics is unlikely to occur compared with
ither-scratching, which has been shown to lower the heart-

ate (Feh and de Mazières, 1993; McBride et al., 2004).
nterestingly, a recent report of responses to round-pen
raining states that grooming seemed to have no significant
ffect on the horses’ tendency to follow trainers in the
ound-pen itself (Krueger, 2007).

A raft of questions is launched by the philosophy of
uman-as-leader. What if, despite embracing the notion
holeheartedly, handlers cannot persuade their horses to

omply? Does it mean that the horse has better and more
onsistent leadership characteristics? If the horse fails to
ollow the handler into a trailer, does that simply mean the
uman was perceived as a poor leader? What particular
spect of the human’s leadership was lacking? How can this
e studied scientifically? Are there negative welfare impli-
ations for the horse that doesn’t recognize any human as
eader? If a third party leads the horse using negative rein-
orcement is he/she showing subliminal leadership?

One would expect horses that have bonded in this way
nd genuinely regard certain humans as leaders to seek
ut the company of the human leaders and forsake their
onspecific affiliates. However, there is currently insuf-
cient evidence that horses in a paddock approach hu-
ans for reasons other than mere curiosity or because

hey have been conditioned to do so. Indeed, it is worth
oting that after ‘successful’ round-pen training, horses

how no increase in their tendency to follow trainers p
Krueger, 2007), leading us to question the use of such a
otentially detrimental technique.

thological solutions

It has been suggested that a trainer’s interactions with
orses should be based on 3 elements fundamental to the
quilibrium of the herd: flight, herd instinct, and ‘hierarchy’
Sighieri et al., 2003). However, this approach overlooks the
mportance of foraging, coalitions, kinship and affiliation as
ell as the reality of the effects of conditioning on all innate

esponses. Ethologically sound solutions should not depend
n a notion of the horse’s benevolence—that the horse is
wanting to be with’ or ‘wanting to please’ the trainer. This
s an ideologically unsound mindset owing to its anthropo-
entricity.

The importance of habituation, sensitization, operant and
avlovian conditioning should never be underestimated be-
ause they facilitate efficient learning and underpin training
echniques. They are informed by learning theory, and sup-
orted by ethology. Although most training systems use a
lend of all 4 of these processes, there are fundamental gaps
n the understanding and acceptance of their place in eques-
rian coaching (Warren-Smith and McGreevy, 2006).
tudying equine ethology demands consideration of how
atural selection shaped horse behavior and horse learning
apacity. Training philosophies that embrace learning the-
ry can be ethological in the sense that they might take into
ccount the types of stimuli horses are most likely to re-
pond to and the types of reinforcer that are most rewarding
from knowledge of ethology).

Instinctive responses predicted by ethology can facil-
tate horse handling without the need for deliberate train-
ng. For example, allelomimetic behavior, mimicry, stim-
lus enhancement, and social facilitation (McGreevy et
l., 2005) are all mechanisms for changing behavior
ithout associative conditioning. However, these are

daptive mechanisms that evolved for group cohesion
nd they can and do act on behaviors that may have been
ubject to conditioning themselves.

Ethologically-based training solutions can capitalize on
leadership’ by conspecifics and possibly even the effects of
sychopharmaceuticals (including pheromones) (Falewee et
l., 2006). Dressing up training systems as being forms of
thology denies the importance of learning theory and im-
lies that we must speak the language of horse. This may be
eguiling but it is an illusion ultimately.

The illusions of horse owners are generally harmless as
ong as they do not create unrealistic expectations. Learning
heory can and should be used to explain all training techniques
o matter how elaborately they are camouflaged. For example,
dvance-and-retreat (Blackshaw et al., 1983) is as much based
n negative reinforcement as the physical pressure-release sys-
ems used in the ridden horse (McLean and McGreevy, 2004).
quitation science uses learning theory to demystify and sim-

lify training and, although still in its infancy, it is already
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113McGreevy and McLean Equine ethology and learning theory
eginning to show how behavioral wastage can be reduced and
elfare enhanced (McGreevy, 2007).

se learning theory appropriately

Successful equitation implicitly relies on non-associa-
ive and associative learning modalities. Habituation is an
mportant learning modality in equitation. In the young
orse, habituation defines the process whereby the horse
earns to tolerate its habitat and surroundings including
he people and animals within it, along with various
araphernalia used in equitation including saddlery,
orse boots, blankets, and covers. The horse also habit-
ates to the presence of a human on its back. For exam-
le, in some methodologies of foundation training, the
ider might first lay on the horse’s back (providing the
orse remains calm), then move one leg over, then grad-
ally sit upright (McLean, 2006).

All forms of horsemanship involve the use of the rider’s
egs and the reins for control of acceleration and decelera-
ion, changing direction, and moving sideways (McLean
nd McGreevy, 2004). In-hand, the lead rein (lead line) and,
y classical conditioning, the voice control the horse’s lo-
omotory responses. In early foundation training, control is
stablished via NR, commonly known as ‘pressure-release.’
n NR, the increasing pressure (including increases in fre-
uency of whip taps) motivates the animal to trial various
esponses and the removal of the pressure reinforces the
esired response. The timing of the release of pressure is
ritical to reinforcing the correct response. Poor timing of
elease accounts for many behavioral problems in the ridden
nd led horse (McGreevy and McLean, 2005) that can
anifest as conflict behaviors and may escalate into learned

elplessness (McLean and McGreevy, 2004). The use of
R provides an efficient mechanism for rapidly achieving

ontrol of the horse’s locomotory responses because it mo-
ivates the animal to trial a response. The use of NR can
herefore be termed Phase 1 in the training process in-hand
nd under-saddle.

Despite its significance and ubiquity in horse training,
he meaning and use of NR is mostly misunderstood by

Table 2 Phase 1 of training

Stimulus

Under-saddle: both reins via the bit
Under-saddle: both reins via the ‘bitless’ bridle
Under-saddle: single rein
Under-saddle: rider’s 2 legs
Under-saddle: rider’s single leg
Under-saddle: both spurs
Under-saddle: single spur
Under-saddle/In-hand: whip, ‘carrot-stick’
In-hand: anterior direction pressure of the lead-rein
In-hand: posterior direction pressure of the lead-rein
ualified Australian riding coaches (Warren-Smith and a
cGreevy, 2006). There is no reason to expect that the
ituation would be different in other countries. The Parelli
ystem of horse training, Horse-Man-Ship, is perhaps the
ost extensively marketed horse training system in the
orld today, and also incorrectly defines NR (Parelli, 1995).
urthermore, the full importance of NR has been over-

ooked in dressage texts throughout the centuries. For ex-
mple, even though the expected effect of the reins on the
orse is deceleration, a response that is undoubtedly trained
y NR, the rein effect is described without mention of
ressure or release as ‘contact,’ a response that is said to
volve during training. Contact in this context is defined
urrently as the connection of the rider’s hands to the
orse’s mouth, of the legs to the horse’s sides, and of the
eat to the horse’s back via the saddle (McGreevy et al.,
005). The topic of contact with both hand and leg generates
onsiderable confusion related to the pressure that the horse
hould endure if the contact is deemed to be correct. That
aid, pressure-release effects specific to the rider’s legs are
ore appropriately acknowledged by the contemporary and

lassical texts of equitation. Owing to the sensitivity of the
orse’s mouth, it is likely that inappropriate training of the
ecelerating effects of the reins can lead to conflict behav-
ors, stress, and wastage. Examples of conflict behaviors
nclude bucking, shying, rearing, swerving, leaping, and
olting (Table 2).

In correct equitation, the pressures provided by the reins
nd rider’s legs begin with the lightest pressures and
moothly but rapidly increase to a threshold that prompts a
esponse. The initial light pressure acts as a discriminative
timulus heralding the onset of stronger pressures that ap-
roach this threshold. The subsequent release of pressure
einforces the correct response and then, through classical
onditioning, the discriminative stimulus (the light aid) be-
omes the trigger that alters the horse’s locomotion. We
ropose this transformation be termed Phase 2 of training.
ltimately, stimulus control of all locomotory responses,
oth in-hand and under-saddle, should be achieved via these
ight aids: the diminutive version of the original rein or leg
ressures (Table 3).

Further discriminative stimuli, such as the seat, posture,

Locomotory Response of Horse

Inter-gait and intra-gait downward transitions
Inter-gait and intra-gait downward transitions
Turn
Inter-gait and intra-gait upward transitions
Sideways
Inter-gait and intra-gait upward transitions
Sideways
Inter-gait and intra-gait upward transitions
Inter-gait and intra-gait upward transitions
Inter-gait and intra-gait downward transitions
nd voice, can achieve stimulus control. Again, these are
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cquired through the process of classical conditioning. Be-
ause the stimuli in this case are not related directly to the
iminutive versions of the original pressures, we propose
heir emergence as discriminative stimuli be termed Phase 3
f training (Table 4).

It is important to recognize the characteristics of the 3
hases of training and the different mechanisms of learning
NR and classical conditioning) they use. Although desir-
ble responses can be classically conditioned, many unde-
irable responses can also emerge if the basics are not
stablished unequivocally at Phase 1.

The 3 phases of training can be summarized as follows:

Phase 1 – Trial-and-error (operant) learning where the
horse learns the correct response to the pressure stimulus;
Phase 2 – Shrinking the pressures used in pressure-release
training so that they become light versions of the same
stimuli; responses are now under stimulus control; and
Phase 3 – Classical conditioning of light signals to other
unrelated cues; this is the phase where new cues achieve
stimulus control.

All equestrian disciplines involve progressive improve-
ents in responses deemed correct and desirable by trainers.
hese improvements are the result of the process of shap-

ng. Shaping can be defined as the successive approximation
f a behavior toward a targeted desirable behavior through
he consecutive training of one single quality of a response
ollowed by the next (McGreevy et al., 2005). In European
nd traditional ‘English’ equitation, shaping involves the
radual refinement of responses culminating in a ridden

Table 3 Phase 2 of training

Discriminative Stimulus

Under-saddle: light reins (both) via the bit
Under-saddle: light reins (both) via the ‘bitless’ bridle
Under-saddle: light single rein
Under-saddle: light legs (both)
Under-saddle: rider’s single leg
Under-saddle: light spur (both)
Under-saddle: light single spur
In-hand: anterior direction light signal of the lead-rein
In-hand: posterior direction light signal of the lead-rein

Table 4 Phase 3 of training

Classically Conditioned Stimulus

Under-saddle: ‘bracing’ seat
Under-saddle: body position left or right
Under-saddle: ‘sweeping’ seat
Under-saddle: ‘following’ seat
Under-saddle: seat and leg position
In-hand: voice cue; hand signals; equipment signals (e.g., lead

moving)
In-hand: human postural (‘body language’) cue (e.g., human wa
orse that gives the impression of a free, rhythmically mov-
ng horse with a ‘rounded’ outline that follows the rider’s
ine and cues with precision and without tension or resis-
ance. These characteristics involve the progressive shaping
f the following qualities:

. Reinforcing the correct locomotory responses through
trial and error learning (principally NR);

. Placing the locomotory responses under the stimulus
control of the discriminative stimuli of the appropriate
light signals of the rein(s), lead, or rider’s leg(s);

. Achieving desired responses within a distinct time-frame
and locomotory structure;

. Achieving persistence of rhythm and tempo of locomo-
tory responses;

. Achieving persistence of line and directional locomotory
responses;

. Achieving persistence of the horse’s head, neck, and
body postures; and

. Achieving all of the above qualities in different environ-
ments ensuring that the horse is consistently under the
rider’s or handler’s stimulus control in the face of other
aversive and potentially controlling or overwhelming
stimuli.

For optimal learning, unrealistically large incremental
mprovements must not be expected and shaping must use
onsecutive steps so that the horse is not overwhelmed by
nappropriate demands that can contribute to stress and
ossibly learned helplessness.

Locomotory Response of Horse

Inter-gait and intra-gait downward transitions
Inter-gait and intra-gait downward transitions
Turn
Inter-gait and intra-gait upward transitions
Sideways
Inter-gait and intra-gait upward transitions
Sideways
Inter-gait and intra-gait upward transitions
Inter-gait and intra-gait downward transitions

Locomotory Response of Horse

Inter-gait and intra-gait downward transitions
Turn
Inter-gait and intra-gait upward transitions
Maintenance of gait, rhythm, and required movement
Sideways
Inter-gait and intra-gait transitions

Maintenance of gait, rhythm, and required movement
-rope

lking)
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rain easy-to-discriminate signals

Numerous signals from the rider are used to elicit the
esponses of go, stop, turn, and sideways and their subsets
f quickening or slowing the steps, lengthening and short-
ning the steps, and changing the gait (walk, trot, canter,
nd gallop). In the competition dressage horse, the number
f responses is further increased when other movements and
ostures are taken into account such as: rein-back, lateral
end, lateral flexion, altering the head and neck posture,
ollection, straightening the horse, lowering the hind quar-
ers, as well as the movements of turn on the forehand
walk), pirouette (walk and canter), shoulder-in (trot),
ravers (trot), half-pass (trot and canter), piaffe, and passage.

e do not include High School movements (Haute Ecole)
s these are practiced rarely outside historic riding acade-
ies such as the Spanish Riding School in Vienna.
Despite the increased number of responses, the limita-

ions of the rider’s position on the horse’s body mean that
here cannot be a concomitant increase in the loci on the
orse’s body in which to apply pressure and thus condition
hese responses. For example, the rider sits on the saddle at
pproximately the centre of the thoracic segment of the
ertebral column. The rider’s legs can exert pressure in an
rc stretching perhaps 20 cm, whereas the reins can exert
ressure on the mouth equilaterally or bilaterally, and the
eins can also exert lateral pressure on the horse’s neck
neck-reining). Finally, the seat can exert pressure on the
orse’s dorsal musculature equilaterally or bilaterally and
he rider can also alter the range of seat movement within a
tride or accentuate pressure at either end of the seat arc
traditionally to cue deceleration and acceleration). The
ider is also able to use spurs in isolation or in combination
ith the stimuli above to stimulate a particular locus on the
orse’s side. These considerations emphasize the impor-
ance of rider position in effectively achieving consistent
esponses in the horse. In addition, although the use of the
oice is forbidden in the sport of dressage (Federation
questre Internationale, 2003), verbal cues and auditory
econdary reinforcers (e.g., clickers) are sometimes used in
quitation.

It follows that the discrepancy between the number of
esponses required of a trained dressage horse and the lim-
ted number of signal loci means that some signals must
licit more than one response, or that some responses must
e elicited by more than one signal, or that some responses
ust be elicited by a cascading series of particular signals.

t is clear that the potential for confusion is high. When a
ingle signal gives rise to multiple responses, it can induce
onflict behavior (McLean and McGreevy, 2004).

The problem of there being too few signal loci for the
umber of responses required are typically solved in 3 ways
n training:

. Directional line and straightness of the body as well as
the maintenance of the horse’s head carriage are qualities

that are usually trained using the legs and reins. For this t
reason, instead of training them as if they were separate
from the basic locomotory responses that are trained
using the same signals, they should be shaped during the
training of the basic locomotory responses of go, stop,
turn and sideways; the basic responses under the stimu-
lus control of the reins and legs.

. Combining discrete characteristics of rider posture and
weight in association with basic locomotory signals for
responses such as bend and collection.

. Beyond stop, go, turn and sideways, more complex
movements (i.e., in the sport of dressage: shoulder-in,
travers, half-pass, pirouette, piaffe and passage) can be
seen as combinations of these basic responses. For ex-
ample, in dressage the movement of shoulder-in is a
consecutive combination of turn (one step of the fore-
legs) followed by the go signal of the rider’s inside leg
that also serves to ‘bend’ the horse. The important cri-
terion for all equitation disciplines is that any combina-
tion of maneuvers must be elicited consecutively (De-
carpentry, 1949) although as close together as possible.

rain and subsequently elicit responses singularly

When the separate functions of the reins and rider’s legs
re considered in the light of their fundamental decelerating
nd accelerating actions, it must be confusing to the horse if
oth are trained or elicited simultaneously. Hull (1943)
efined the simultaneous eliciting of 2 or more responses as
overshadowing’ or ‘blocking,’ depending on the strength
f the different stimuli. He noted that the outcome was a
eduction in responding. In the ridden horse this manifests
s increasing heaviness in the reins and dullness to the
ider’s legs during locomotion and transitions. These days it
s common for this important principle to be disregarded, for
xample the German National Equestrian Federation (1997)
roposes that “Rein aids should only be given in conjunc-
ion with leg and weight aids.” Yet Decarpentry (1949), one
f the great masters of French equitation maintained the
mportance of separating rein and leg aids with the famous
rench maxim “hands without legs, legs without hands.”
gain, because of the anthropomorphic mindset in equita-

ion, horses that become confused as a result of simulta-
eous application of reins and legs tend to be seen as
ncooperative and heaviness to the aids and lowered re-
ponding is frequently expected during training by less
nowledgeable trainers. It is therefore tempting for some
iders to make the transition to the double bridle inappro-
riately in the quest for lightness. The result is a loss of
elf-carriage.

rain only one response per signal

A horse cannot be expected to know the intentions of its
ider. It makes sense to recognize that confusion can also
ccur when one signal has more than one response attached

o it. For example, during equitation the stimulus of the
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ingle rein is the most basic (NR, Phase 1) signal for the
urn response. When riders attempt to bend the horse’s neck
aterally using the single rein, the horse can easily become
onfused between the dual response of either turning
changing direction) or bending the neck: 2 responses from
ne signal. In addition the unthinking rider can become
rustrated when the horse does not respond as expected.

cLean (2003) suggested that such confusions account for
significant number of conflict behaviors in the ridden

orse and possibly adding to wastage statistics.

rain all responses to be initiated and
ubsequently completed within a consistent
tructure

It is recognized in traditional horsemanship that the horse
hould initiate his response to the rider’s aid immediately.
owever, the entire transition should not be completed

bruptly. Contemporary dressage texts do not define the
xact sequence of events surrounding transitions except to
ay that transitions should be within the rhythm of the
trides (Herbermann, 1980; German National Equestrian
ederation, 1997; Decarpentry, 1949). The use of such loose
efining characteristics when describing the correct comple-
ion of transitions adds to the subjectivity of judging and
oaching and moreover leads to losses of consistency and
ay confuse the horse. It is likely also to hinder the process

f habit formation that Hebb (1949) described as a process
f neural maturation. This suggests that the transitions
hould be consistently trained so that they become fixed. It
ollows that there are temporal/structural constraints in
chieving consistent habits. Therefore, the training of the
undamental responses of stop, go, turn, and sideways in-
lude the training of the transitions that involve negative
einforcement of the correct response and the acquisition of
he discriminative stimulus: the light aid. It is proposed that
he sequence of events surrounding this process should also
e consistent. This process involves 3 components: (1) a
ight aid followed by; (2) increasing pressure to motivate the
esponse followed by; (3) immediate removal of the pres-
ure when the desired (or improved) response emerges
McLean, 2003).

It is noted that in the execution of correct dressage at all
evels, transitions occur within 3 beats of the rhythm of the
trides (McLean, 2006). This 3-beat construction concurs
ith the sequence of negative reinforcement listed above. It

s therefore proposed that dressage trainers should be mind-
ul to train inter-gait and intra-gait transitions to occur
ithin the framework of 3 beats of the forelegs of the horse

or walk and trot transitions and 3 beats of the completed
tride for canter and gallop (as these occur more rapidly).
he 3 beats coincide with each of the 3 components as listed
bove and allows for the acquisition of the initiation and
ubsequent completion of responses within a defined time-
rame. As the horse progresses in training over the years the

ransitions become more demanding in that they can occur p
o span greater ranges of speed. The second component is
he period of stronger motivating pressure with the reins or
he rider’s legs that results in the transformation of the
esponse occurring within 3 beats. For example if a canter-
ng horse is stimulated to reduce his gait to the trot and it
ormally takes 5 beats of the canter stride to do so, then the
ider will increase the rein pressure immediately after the
ight aid is applied and release this pressure when the horse
rots. If the correct ‘dose’ of motivating pressure is used,
his transforms the transition into the required 3 beats. This
tructure allows for a rhythmic flow, and is a feature of
ransitions when they are deemed to be in the correct timing
n the sport of dressage. It avoids abruptness, allowing for
he close temporal association between the discriminative
timulus (the light aid) and the release of pressure (rein-
orcement). Adherence to such a structure should hasten the
cquisition of the transitions as learned responses.

rain persistence of current operantly conditioned
esponses

Because working and performance horses must respond
o the rider’s aids and sometimes continue responding for
xtended periods of time, it is important that they continue
esponding until signaled to switch to the next response.
his principle is ubiquitous in horse training literature and is
escribed as ‘self-carriage’ meaning that the horse must
aintain his rhythm and tempo, line and straightness and

ead and neck outline without help from the reins and
ider’s legs. The ‘great French master’ Baucher described
ersistence of responding as a fundamental component of
is training scale (Faverot de Kerbrech, 1891). In equitation,
t is considered that this persistence is partially maintained
y the action of the rider’s seat that moves slightly differ-
ntly in accordance with each gait’s defining characteristics.
he seat is also able to indicate to the horse that a shorter or

onger stride is to be maintained because of the concomitant
horter or longer movements of the seat during those strides.
n the absence of such classically conditioned signals, riders
ave to rely on continuously negatively reinforcing the
orrect response (as in Phase 1 of training). If riders con-
inually elicit a response by ‘nagging’ with their legs, ha-
ituation, and even learned helplessness may follow if con-
inuous pain from spurs or bit is maintained. It is proposed
hat trainers and riders continuously test for self-carriage by
ompletely releasing the reins or taking the legs away form
he horse’s sides for 2 steps in the walk and trot and 2 strides
n the canter and gallop. In this short time-frame the horse
hould not lose gait, rhythm, tempo, line, straightness, or
ead carriage. We recommend the use of this technique
known as Überstreichen) as the test of self-carriage in all
ovements and gaits where possible both in training and in

he execution of dressage tests. This would serve to lower
astage in those horses that are held in forced frames

where the rider maintains relentless and intolerable rein

ressure) rather than exhibiting correct learned responses.
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void and disassociate flight responses

Le Doux (1994) showed that fear responses are less
rone to extinction than other behaviors. This renders be-
aviors ranging from hyper-reactivity to anti-predator be-
aviors such as bolting, bucking, rearing, and shying as
ore persistent if given expression. Therefore, it is impor-

ant for reasons of safety for both horse and rider that such
ehaviors are neither provoked nor maintained. It is likely
hat practicing such behaviors has negative welfare impli-
ations leading to chronic stress, learned helplessness, and
astage. Horses that are unclear in their acceleration and
eceleration responses both in-hand and under-saddle show
positive correlation with hyper-reactive and conflict be-

aviors (McLean, 2005), suggesting that re-training of basic
esponses must form part of the rehabilitation process of
uch ‘problem’ horses. In retraining and prevention, riders
hould use downward transitions that slow the horse’s legs
o diminish fear responses during the expression of the
yper-reactivity, rather than simply ignore them or acceler-
te. Current practices such as roundpen techniques, lunging,
riving or chasing horses for any reason whatsoever are
etrimental if they induce fear and elicit a flight response.
e recommend that they be dropped from the tool-box of

nlightened trainers until there is statistic evidence that the
otential benefits claimed for them outweigh the shown
osts in behavioral wastage.

onclusions

ore rigor is needed in using the terms ethology and etho-
ogical in the equestrian domain. An understanding of
quine ethology enhances effective horse handling but can-
ot explain the majority of the responses made by working
orses. There is danger in confusing dominance and lead-
rship with conditioning. Acknowledging the role of learn-
ng theory in human-horse interactions is the preferred
eans of avoiding over-interpretation of equine responses

o humans.
If trainers across all disciplines of equitation adopt the

rinciples described above, horses would maximize their
bilities as work, sport, or leisure horses and learning rates
ould be accelerated. Furthermore if equestrian teaching
anuals and institutions emphasized these as ‘first princi-

les,’ lower behavioral wastage rates and increased safety
or both riders and horses will follow.
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